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Eclosure 
 
 
i. 
 
Between her fingers when she extends her palm is a cocoon, a tuck and roll of gold 
fibers, a mummification, an artful cigar.  Join this metamorphosis, she says.  She is an 
extreme athlete.  I am—something else. Like other women clinging the rockface, her 
hands shaped into claws, she has said, I will not be broken.  Like other women cycling 
exhausted and blue, her hands shaped into pincers, she has said, I will not yield.  The 
cocoon dangles between her fingers like a cashew, a curled cylindrical heart, but it isn't 
just a heart, I understand that, I understand partiality and totality.  I know what she is 
offering  
 
ii. 
 
This hand of hers, this strong hand of hers, all of this hand, fingernails, knuckles, small 
hairs, bones, tendons, veins, hangnails, skin, cuticles, opposable thumb, all that it has 
held or reached for or touched or felt--freezing, a burn--has been inside me, on the 
fulcrum of its flexible wrist, caught within me as if the vault of my vagina were a prison 
with pulsing maroon bars from which she could not escape until she promised me 
something deeper than blood.  I saw orange and I saw green, an aurora borealis of the 
bedroom, and when I closed my eyes there were explosions of light, sparklers in black 
skies.  When she pulled out, it felt like I was giving birth, but I didn't know to what 
 
iii. 
 
The cocoon is so papery, silken, spun.  It waits for the yellow juice of spring, tucked red 
and vulval inside, its miniature heart beating, beating.  It is all fortitude and promise and 
patience.  It is all dry shelter, infinitesimal hungers that slowly unfurl into untenable 
wholes 
 
iv. 
 
How do I explain to her?  I am pinioned by loss.  I am stapled to the examining table of 
my past, frightened and hurt  
 
v. 
 
Lines waterfall down her fingers where I have run my damp tongue.  Her Finger of 
Saturn.  Her Finger of Apollo.  Her Finger of Jupiter.  The gods, the planets around which 
I have climaxed.  I held this hand, dripping and curled and warm, just after it emerged.  I 
kissed it as if it were an infant I needed to stir to life, as if it would hold to my breasts to 



suckle, as if in its stunned placid present it would pull from me nourishment.  As if I 
could guide its future.  As if I could keep it away from the glacial waters, the avalanche, 
the barreling car  
 
vi. 
 
I look away from the cocoon into her eyes.  I look into cornea, into sclera, into iris and 
pupil, blue.  Impulses of me scurry along her optic nerve to her chiasm and occipital lobe.  
Things that are blue:  skies, blueberries, violets, bluebonnets, jays, bluebirds, turquoise, 
sapphires, fish, ocean.  Ice.  In her eyes chips of Antarctica float   
 
vii. 
 
Her hand still hovers steady as a midge, all invitation, the cocoon elliptical and swinging, 
no longer sessile, waggling now, the cocoon like a miniature wasp-nest with preposterous 
contracts, wings and flight and beauty, hidden inside. Jailbreak begins 
 
viii. 
 
I am too hungry.  I am too huge.  I am too slow.  It is too late for me   
 
ix. 
 
She says, I am the scent of hyacinths.  I am the smell of blue.  I say, I am so scared.  She 
says, Risk.  I take her hand.  I take her hand which has known all the chambers of me, all 
my red, pulsing secrets, all my lost rooms and chimneys and the place where the coal 
heats the house.  Come outside, she says   
 
x. 
 
I do  
  
 
  


